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Fukushima police officers died in acute
leukemia

January 11, 2013 23:15
[News coverage] <Human> <primary> <civic action> <disasters and accidents>

Eiji Mikami

 　2013, before the palace, anti-nuclear protest by anti-nuclear coalition called for the metropolitan
area is the first year since the New Year was held on January 11. Meeting with lawyers from <trial
Fukushima evacuation population> is open, in front of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science 18:00, we gathered more support on January 4, too.
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January 11, (the same below Eiji Mikami shooting) Yanagihara lawyer holding a microphone at a
rally before the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science <trial population evacuated
Fukushima>

 　<Trial population evacuation Fukushima> The fathom of the third trial is scheduled for Monday, 21
this month.

　Sendai City with the High Court of Sendai that is performed by the court fathom "is also growing
mood reconstruction compared with around Fukushima, to whittle away completely the wall there is
a place where the reality of the disaster area is not communicated enough.'s Court in, you will need
another push from you. "

　Coming out with certainty. Well counsel us, the problem of Fukushima ", the effect is not just a
matter of Fukushima simply. Throughout Japan, is also a problem for us.'s Nuclear accident is that
you are going scientific analysis, I'm going to go move the trial to a further study "

　Koichi lawyer lawyers before the light, which was greeted this way, at the 11th meeting of surprise
has been introduced as the latest news. It's those three people, police incumbent Fukushima
prefectural police had hit the vigilance of Soma City, Fukushima Prefecture and its surrounding area
is said to have died of acute leukemia at least.
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Here is the official residence of the crowd of protest before January 11. But not like the
summer crowds at one time, but it's also still a significant number. Placard of "98 people five
thousand Chernobyl", are also indicative of the future of Japan nuclear accident if the wrong
response.
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In front of the palace.

　News about this, do not hide the surprise of the defense team lawyer Toshio Yanagihara.

　We are now away 40-50 kilometers from the nuclear power plant. Indeed, immediately after the
nuclear accident, police many I heard had been dispatched to prevent theft, district Soma in
Fukushima Prefecture "The thing three The deaths of acute leukemia, ridiculous future damage is
expected to lead the country and does not advance, evacuation is a terrible situation that is
proceeding under the hood.'s children (evacuation) "

　In the health survey for children by a group of citizens Toride Following the death from leukemia of
police officers, had been picked up by Tokyo Shimbun December 26, also children of Toride, a high
percentage clearly than ever also been reported, such as heart disease can be seen in.
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Near the National Assembly in here before. Two young women had been
"open" to "" guerrilla cafe "Tea Revolution."

　For nuclear accident since the <3.11>, attorney Yanagihara This represents the characteristics of
the government's response.

　"Raise dwarf hide important information, the accident itself, the safety reference value - These
three, it is something that is done in the Fukushima nuclear accident"

　It was reported in the meeting of October 11, is scheduled to be reported again in such official blog
<trial evacuation population Fukushima> at a later date, the news from Toride, Ibaraki district and
Soma, Fukushima Prefecture by the nuclear accident in Fukushima I testify that environmental
pollution is also affecting around us surely.

(了)
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Mr. Oshima Fumiko illustrator joined the protest with a caricature of
Kiyoshiro Imawano were many of the anti-nuclear song. Official Website
<Figaro cartoon workshop web>.

　　　　

　　"Related Sites"

◎ population Fukushima evacuation trial

　(Day) is currently planning a bus tour support from Shinjuku Sendai High Court on January 21 at
7:00 in the morning (Monday). Apply at the till (Mr. Kuroiwa) ,090 -2 933 -7 993. If [Yes] by the
number of stop

　http://fukusima-sokai.blogspot.jp/

◎ house たんぽぽ

　Under the title of "the rights of displaced ~ ~ radioactivity own story" from 19:00 (Thursday), (¥
800 fee) Board of learning is open to invited lecturer Mr. Hiroshi Harada, January 31.

　http://www.tanpoposya.net/main/index.php?id=202

　　　　　

　　"Related Articles"

◎ "trial population Fukushima evacuation" indoor meeting on December 28　

　http://www.janjanblog.com/archives/88475
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※ Inquiries comments for this article at the following

Pen5362attoyahoo.Co.Jp  (forum news / Contemporary Eiji Mikami)

Comment on the plate is not installed on this article.
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